A flood of catastrophic proportions. Glacial Lake Missoula and Its Humongous Floods tells the gripping tale of a huge Ice Age lake that drained suddenly—not just once but repeatedly—and reshaped the landscape of the Northwest. The narrative follows the path of the floodwaters as they raged from western Montana across the Idaho Panhandle, then scoured through eastern Washington and down the Columbia Gorge to the Pacific Ocean. This is also the story of geologists grappling with scientific controversy—"of how personalities, pride, and prejudice sometimes superseded scientific evidence." “This book is worth having . . . [it] provides answers for anyone who has wondered why the beautiful, diverse place we live in looks the way it does” —Jeff Baker, Oregonian.

About the Author. David Alt was a geology professor at the University of Montana in Missoula. Dedicated to bringing geology to the general public, he cofounded the popular Roadside Geology series. He wrote a number of books in the series with coauthor Donald Hyndman, and helps edit others. Dave Alt passed away in 2015, but his love of geology and wry humor lives on in the many books he authored. Donald W. Hyndman The northwest corner of Montana is the mythological Montana, the one you probably envisioned when you set out for the Big Sky. This is the country of snowcapped mountains and dense forests and crystal lakes. It's a land of barely explored wilderness and steel-toed lumberjacks, a land peopled with the ghosts of trappers, mountain men, and Blackfeet Indians. It's also a booming recreational area. The geographic center of the region is Flathead Lake, which boasts the somewhat cumbersome distinction of being the "largest natural freshwater lake west of the Mississippi." The lake This Frommer's Shortcuts to Missoula, The Flathead & the Northwest Corner, Montana includes: Missoula; Bitterroot Valley; the Flathead Indian Reservation & the Mission Valley; The Flathead Lake Area: Somers, Polson & Bigfork; The Swan Valley; the Bob Marshall Wilderness Complex; Kalispell; Whitefish; and Columbia Falls. Search for more Frommer's Shortcuts. Mix and match the exact destinations you need for your trip, and create your own Frommer's Shortcuts collection. ...read more. Format.